Ornamental Herbs for Your Garden

The growing of herbs in gardens, usually for culinary purposes, has enjoyed a revival in recent
years. It is perhaps a less familiar endeavour to try growing herbs that are beautiful plants in
their own right - to grow variegated or coloured varieties that add interest and distinction to the
garden. In this book, the author has selected over 40 such plants to tempt the keen gardener,
describing their cultivation, history, medicinal and culinary uses. A reference chart enables the
reader to see those herbs that are suitable for their purposes, with planting schemes for both
gardens and containers included.
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Woad, dittany or Australian mint bush, anyone? Get advice on unusual herbs that will look
great in your garden, from BBC Gardeners' World Magazine. Here are seven of my favourite
herbs to grow in my ornamental gardens. Tricolor Sage. Tricolor sage is by far my favourite
herb to plant as an ornamental. Purple Basil. Feverfew. Silver Thyme. Bronze Fennel. Purple
Coneflower. Here are seven ornamental herbs to consider using in or near your outdoor living
areas. Rosemary. Rosemary is a sturdy herb that comes in lots of varieties and is easy to grow.
Chamomile. Echinacea. Thyme. Lavender. Sage. Feverfew. The dried herbs that come in those
little glass bottles might be convenient, but chances are they aren't particularly fresh. Dry some
homegrown. Ornamental Herbs for Illinois Gardens. James C. Schmidt, Horticulturist.
University of Illinois. When most people think of an herb garden, a sea of green is what.
In order to know more about herb gardens, it helps to have an understanding of what an herb
is. There are many types of herbs and herb gardens. Ornamental herb gardens are prized for
their beautiful flowers and unusual. SOME of the most successful ornamental gardens I have
ever seen have featured fantastic displays of brightly coloured vegetables, fruit and. Hyssop is
often used in teas but can be a fine ornamental herb for the garden. It can grow up to 2 feet tall
and has beautiful blue flowers and a wonderful aroma.
10 Ornamental Herbs - FineGardening. 10 Ornamental Herbs - Fine Gardening These
perennial favorites add zest to the garden as well as to the kitchen. If you are looking for
something to put up front, your medicinal herb garden is a really choice. Not only are many of
the plants useful, but they.
The flavor of fresh, organic herbs cannot be beat. Herb gardens can be grown in any sunny
area in containers or a garden bed. My first. Incorporate ornamental herbs, like blooming
chives, and pretty vegetables, such as vibrant eggplant, into your own gorgeous garden.
At RHS Wisley, pebble/concrete panels are used in the herb garden, . used as a decorative
plant in many gardens, and is a frequent herb in.
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